BEERS ON TAP

SESSION

HOPS

BEERS ON TAP

KAYSERWEIZEN*

JOE IPA

Say hello to the original hazy juice bomb with no bitterness and a pillowy
mouthfeel: HEFEWEIZEN! Ripe with yeast-driven notes of banana and clove,
this classic will never go out of style. - 6

This IPA was originally called SAM- which stood for the hop-build; Simcoe, Amarillo,
Mosaic. Then we heard that this was a trademark issue with a large craft brewery in
the northeast, so we had to change it. What's in a name? JOE it is.. -6

PUB BEER

AMERICAN LAGER / IBU 14 / ABV 5%

This beer proves that ideas you come up with at one in the morning actually
can happen. Usually served in a 12oz can, you're lucky to find this one on
tap!.- 5

PRINZ PILS*

SAMPLER #4

GERMAN-STYLE PILS / IBU 37 / ABV 5%

A perfectly harmonious expression of beer's four main ingredients: malt, hops,
water, and yeast. None overtakes the others, but they're all ready to party! - 6

IPA / IBU 70 / ABV 6.8%

This West Coast style IPA is our flagship beer. We can talk about how good it is, but
we'd rather you just give it a run for yourself. Apocalypse Now! - 6
SAMPLER #3

EXTRA PALE ALE / IBU 40 / ABV 6.1%

Heftier than a Pale Ale, but just shy of IPA territory, this beer hits the perfect hoppy
sweet spot with notes of pineapple, orange and guava. - 6
SAMPLER #6

SECRET SAUCE #9*

AMERICAN IPA / IBU 45 / ABV 7.2%

EASY TIGER*

Our latest foray into the wild world of hops features intense notes of passionfruit,
honeydew, and canteloupe.-6

Sometimes you need a beer. Not too hoppy, not too malty, just right. This is
YOUR beer. Easy tiger, don't over think it. - 6

SECRET SAUCE #8

SESSION ALE / IBU 20 / ABV 4.5%

PUT ME IN, KOELSCH!*

SAMPLER #2

GERMAN-STYLE KOELSCH / IBU 25 / ABV 4.9%

Light, crisp, refreshing golden ale. Perfectly balanced and well rounded, this is
10 Barrel Denver's all day, every day go to beer. - 6

COOPER*

SAMPLER #7

AMERICAN EXPORT LAGER / IBU 40 / ABV 5.4%

Brewing a lager is much like raising a child, requiring ample amounts of
patience, understanding and above all, love. In honor of our dear friends' first
born, we crafted this robust and balanced lager with malt notes of toasted white
bread and a floral, hoppy finish. - 6

TRAIL BEER

NORTHWEST PALE ALE / IBU 60 / ABV 5%

Fresh pine, ripe lemon, and prominent undertones of papaya and pineapple
pervade this hoppy patio pounder. Just enough malt backbone to truly make
this beer "sessionable." #DrinkTrailBeer #DrinkBeerOutside - 6

DARK

AMERICAN IPA / IBU 60 / ABV 7.2%

In partnership with Sierra Nevada Brewing Co., we are proud to support those
affected by the Butte County fire that has become the most destructive wildfire in
California history. Forested hills, winding rivers, towering pines, mighty oaks and
even mightier people are recovering and rebuilding. The proceeds from this beer will
be donated directly to the Sierra Nevada Camp Fire Fund. Butte County roots run
deep! - 6

THRASHER SHARK*

DOUBLE IPA / IBU 71/ ABV 8.7%

Appealing to your most primal hop-loving
senses,
SAMPLER
#4this lupulin-laden monster
brandishes notes of resinous pine, fresh Valencia oranges, and ripe lychee.
(SERVED IN A SNIFTER) - 7

PEARL

DOUBLE IPA / IBU 75/ ABV 7.8%

The first beer Whitney brewed in the Portland brewhouse, the Pearl IPA is the Portland
pub's best-seller. A perfect marriage of old and new-school IPAs, with classic notes of
pine & SAMPLER
grapefruit #4
alongside bright tropical mango & guava - 7

WILD CARD -6

S1NIST0R

FLY VIXEN*

This beer has been around almost as long as the brewery. Don't be fooled by
the name, this dark beer is light bodied and smooth with hints of chocolate and
coffee. S1nist0r has an "ask for it by name" cult following. - 6

Fried chicken's perfect partner. This beer is a rustic saison, infused with 90 lbs. of
preserved lemons that our chef Kiel has produced over the past month. Not sour, but
rich in lemon aroma and flavor. - 6

BLACK ALE / IBU 28 / ABV 5.7%

PRAY FOR SNOW

WINTER ALE / IBU 65 / ABV 7%

We care about two things in the winter...snow and beer! We changed this
year's Pray for Snow winter ale by using seven different malts and changed up
the hops for a piney, herbal hop complexity. Drink Beer, Stay Warm! - 6

HOT CEREAL*

SAMPLER #8

OATMEAL MILK STOUT / IBU 33/ ABV 5.2%

Rich, but delicate, powerful, yet gentle, this inky stout dazzles with layer after
layer of Indonesian vanilla, Ceylon cinnamon, and chocolatey malt. Beer
really isn't just for breakfast anymore. (Contains lactose) - 6

NITRO
HOT CEREAL*

OATMEAL MILK STOUT/ IBU 33 / ABV 5.2%

The same delicious stout as above, but this one is nitrogenated! - 6

SINIST0R

BLACK ALE / IBU 28 / ABV 5.7%

This beer has been around almost as long as the brewery. Don't be fooled by
the name, this dark beer is light bodied and smooth with hints of chocolate and
coffee. S1nist0r has an "ask for it by name" cult following. - 6

ABV 6%

WEST INDIES LIME
ABV 6%

10 SERIES SAMPLER

APOCALYPSE

CHOICE CUT*

SPIKED SELTZERS $6
CAPE COD CRANBERRY

IPA / IBU 70 / ABV 6.9%

HEFEWEIZEN / IBU 10 / ABV 4.7%

THE OTHER OPTIONS

SAMPLER #1
PRESERVED LEMON SAISON / IBU 20 / ABV 5.8%

SAVAGE BELLY

SAMPLER #9

PEPPER BEER / IBU 12 / ABV 6%

10 beers in one visit to the pub. Includes all staff picks of what we drink after
work. A variety of beers brewed on-site and at our other pubs. Reference the
Sampler #'s on the inside of the menu. - 13

5 SERIES SAMPLER
Your chance to try any 5 beers that pique your interest. Choose wisely! Ask our
staff for help - 8

INTERESTED IN HOSTING AN EVENT?
Please visit www.10barrel.com/banquet-rooms for inquiries and availability-

CHARITY OF THE MONTH

Come join us on Wednesday, Jan. 30th, from 5-9pm in support of this month's
local charity. You can contribute all month long by purchasing one of our
'Drink It Forward' shirts for $20.
10 Barrel - Denver is proud to partner with local charities every month!
Our Charity Partner this month is...

PROTECT OUR WINTERS
Protect Our Winters (POW) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit. Founded by professional
snowboarder Jeremy Jones in 2007, POW turns passionate outdoor people
into effective climate advocates. POW leads a community of athletes, thought
pioneers and forward-thinking business leaders to affect systemic political
solutions to climate change.
The past decade has been the warmest on record. 2016 was the hottest year
ever recorded and 2017-2018 is already on track top it. Meanwhile, the northern hemisphere has already lost a million square miles of spring snowpack
since 1970—an area three times the size of Texas. Snow levels are rising in
elevation and winters are shorter. Climate change is already affecting winter
Right now, we have the luxury of worrying about how climate change might impact the outdoor industry. Right now, we get to help dictate the outcome rather
than react to a foregone conclusion. If we sit on our hands for the next two decades, we won’t be worried about powder days, tourism or having fun. We’ll
be worried about the stability of our environment, our jobs and our economy
We All Need Winter.

FOLLOW 10 BARREL

Peaceful Belly Farms in Idaho came through like they do year after year and grew
some beautiful peppers for our Savage Belly beer! We stepped up the heat this year
and brewed this very tasty ale with Romanian, Jalapeño, Big Jim, Salsa, Aura, and
Padron peppers. Try it with a pizza!- 6

HAYMAKER*

SAMPLER #10

WEIZENBOCK / IBU 20 / ABV 7.3%

BEER TO GO

Deceivingly drinkable, this classic German beer delivers a knockout punch of
flavors, including banana, bread pudding, and toffee. Prosit! - 6

LUCID DREAM*

SAMPLER #5

SPELT SAISON / IBU 20 / ABV 5.7%

6-PACKS:

A modern twist on a classic style. This Saison exhibits bright notes of lemon and
tarragon along with crackery undertones from the spelt, an ancient form of
wheat. - 6

Apocalypse IPA - 10
JOE IPA - 10
Pub Beer (15 pack)_ -14
Out of Office-10
Cucumber Crush-13

CUCUMBER CRUSH

AMERICAN SOUR / IBU 10 / ABV 5%

What is more refreshing than a cold glass of tap water? A cold glass of cucumber
tap water.I think you know where we're going here...we added cucumbers to our
sour Berliner Weiss to give you a nice refreshing substitute to tap water.
(SERVED IN A SNIFTER) - 7

BEER
LIST

GROWLERS:

64oz Glass- Empty - 8
64oz Glass + Fill - 15

Pray for Snow-10
Pearl IPA-10
Trail Beer-10

FIFTY/FIFTY GROWLERS:
Fifty/Fifty 64oz -w/ Fill - 45

YETI RAMBLER GROWLER:
Rambler 32oz - w/ FIll - 30

*Brewed onsite at 10 Barrel Denver by Kay Witkiewicz
REFILLS: 64OZ - 10 / 32OZ - 7
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